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Abstract: Congenital heart disease, the most frequent malformation at birth, is usually not fatal
but leads to multiple hospitalisations and outpatient visits, with negative impact on the quality
of life and psychological profile not only of children but also of their families. In this paper, we
describe the entire architecture of a system for remotely monitoring paediatric/neonatal patients
with congenital heart disease, with the final aim of improving quality of life of the whole family
and reducing hospital admissions. The interesting vital parameters for the disease are ECG, heart
rate, oxygen saturation, body temperature and body weight. They are collected at home using some
biomedical sensors specifically selected and calibrated for the paediatric field. These data are then
sent to the smart hub, which proceeds with the synchronisation to the remote e-Health care center.
Here, the doctors can log and evaluate the patient’s parameters. Preliminary results underline the
sensor suitability for children and infants and good usability and data management of the smart-hub
technology (E@syCare). In the clinical trial, some patients from the U.O.C. Paediatric and Adult
Congenital Cardiology- Monasterio Foundation are enrolled. They receive a home monitoring kit
according to the group they belong to. The trial aims to evaluate the effects of the system on quality
of life. Psychological data are collected through questionnaires filled in by parents/caregivers in
self-administration via the gateway at the beginning and at the end of the study. Results highlight an
overall improvement in well-being and sleep quality, with a consequent reduction in anxious and
stressful situations during daily life thanks to telemonitoring. At the same time, users reported a
good level of usability, ease of data transmission and management of the devices.

Keywords: telemedicine; home monitoring; biomedical sensors; paediatric patients; congenital
heart disease

1. Introduction

Congenital heart disease (CHD) is a defect in the structure of the heart or large
vessels [1]. It is present at birth and it affects about 1% of newborns (4–12 per 1000) [2].
According to the severity of the disease, CHD can be treated with surgery or cardiac
catheterization or monitored by a specialist [3]. Presently, about 95% of babies with non-
critical CHD and about 69% of babies with critical CHD are expected to survive into
adulthood [4], thanks to the improvement in medical and surgical treatments [5]. How-
ever, the post-operative course is still a highly traumatic experience from a physical and
psychological point of view: it negatively impacts the affective, cognitive, and emotional
sphere while reducing quality of life (QoL), school performance, and slowing down the
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usual activities of children [6]. Improved survival has therefore led to a shift in the focus
on the child’s QoL in the short to medium terms and on prevention of mental illness in
adolescents and adults.

Moreover, 80% of parents of children with CHD show greater susceptibility to depres-
sive symptoms and high levels of stress, anxiety and other related psychological disorders,
regardless the severity of their child’s illness [7]. In 40% of cases, there is the need for
psychotherapy [8].

In this scenario, telemedicine platforms could allow the remote monitoring of pae-
diatric and neonatal patients, also giving the parents a greater sense of security. The use
of this kind of systems is growing, thanks to innovations in the Information & Commu-
nication Technology (ICT) sector. They have been used especially by the elderly with
chronic diseases, e.g., diabetes, chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases, hypertension and
heart failure [9–17]. In addition, in the COVID-19 era, telemedicine makes it possible to
remotely monitor infected and high-risk patients, helping not only in the minimisation of
the spread of the virus, but also alleviating mental health issues due to a feeling of aban-
donment [18–20]. However, telemedicine has not been widely used for patients with CHD
or for infants in general, even if there is evidence that it can reduce anxiety in parents and
improve outcomes [21,22]. In addition, according to the American Heart Association, it can
decrease patient morbidity and mortality and standardise therapeutic procedures, allowing
rapid image transmission for remote tele-consultation of invasive and non-invasive cardiac
imaging examinations, electrophysiological examinations and clinical information related
to the clinical course of a patient in intensive care unit [23].

With the AIR CARDIO project, we propose a home telemonitoring system for pae-
diatric/neonatal patients with CHD in both pre- and post-operative phases. This system
includes the remote monitoring of both the biomedical data and psychological/emotional
state of patients. Therefore, AIR CARDIO aims to innovate and digitise healthcare tools
and processes through the use of telemedicine, achieving a reduction in hospitalisations
and healthcare costs, with quality standards equal to or higher than the current ones for the
patient, by providing a psychological support to the parents and supporting the continuity
of hospital–home care with the possibility of two-way communication (patient/parents
with health personnel) during monitoring.

In this paper, we present the entire AIR CARDIO system, with particular attention to
the home monitoring module, and a clinical trial.

The present work is an extension of the paper presented at the conference IEEE
MeMeA 2020 [24]. In particular, this article includes an extended state-of-the-art analysis,
technical extensions regarding the integration of the selected sensors in the system and the
smart-hub technology and the results achieved during the clinical trial.

After this introduction, Section 2 presents the analysis of the state-of-the-art. Section 3
describes the entire system architecture, with particular attention to the home monitoring
module (biomedical sensor module and smart-hub module). Section 4 presents the clinical
trial of the project. Laboratory tests of the home monitoring module and results achieved
during the clinical experiment are shown and discussed in Section 5. Finally, conclusions
are drawn in Section 6.

2. Related Works

Telemedicine platforms have been widely employed for the remote monitoring of
different categories of patients, e.g., chronic patients and COVID-19-infected people [25–28].
These systems are usually composed of a home module, with sensors and a gateway, to
collect measurements, and a cloud part, which elaborates acquired measurements and
allows doctors to remotely visualise the vital parameters. Even if telemonitoring is mature
enough to be used in current healthcare systems, some healthcare providers lack confidence
in the quality and reliability of the technology in connectivity and are worried about legal
issues [29]. However, both patients and physicians who have used telemedicine platforms
are usually satisfied with the benefits provided by remote monitoring, because of continu-
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ous monitoring, improved access to healthcare providers and reduced waiting time, and
also the increased speed of digital transformation given by the current pandemic [30,31].

In telemedicine systems, considerable importance is given to sensors. Multiple re-
search works present wireless, wearable, and non-invasive sensors, which can be integrated
in these systems to control the health status of the considered patients [32,33]. These cus-
tomised devices are usually used to monitor physical activity [34], heart and respiration
rate [35], electrocardiogram (ECG) [16,36,37], fall detection [38], or multiple vital signs
simultaneously [39–41]. However, these sensors, e.g., wrist-worn devices [42,43] and
smartwatches [44], are designed for adult people. They are extremely comfortable and
non-invasive for adults. However, they cannot be used for children and infants, whose
wrists are smaller, who ingest little objects and who are more delicate.

At the same time, there is evidence in literature that home monitoring systems in
paediatrics help in preventing morbidity and mortality, in diagnosing diseases and in
reducing parents’ anxiety [45–49]. Home ECG monitoring for children, for example, had
positive feedback and results during the SPEAR trial [50]. Considering CHD patients,
Nieves et al. [51] found out that home monitoring programs have improved the outcomes
of the interstage hypoplastic left syndrome infant, achieving 95% interstage survival.
Similarly, Dobrolet et al. [52] showed that the control of body weight and oxygen saturation
(SpO2) at home for patients with complex CHD after the surgery reduced interstage and
global mortality and optimised the choice of the time of the next intervention. Some
studies underlined the importance of telemedicine and teleconferences for early diagnosis
of CHD [53,54]. At last, according to Ghanayem et al. [55], telemedicine platforms not only
reduced mortality after the Norwood palliative surgery, but also satisfied the families and
the medical staff.

In this perspective, the AIR CARDIO project aims to develop an innovative telemoni-
toring system in the hospital-territory path for CHD paediatric patients in both pre- and
post-operative phases. The biomedical sensors have been selected taking into account the
patients’ characteristics, and the whole system has been designed to be easy to use for both
parents/caregivers and the medical staff. The user experience (UE) has been evaluated by
the users through questionnaires provided directly on the mobile platform, together with
the psychological profile of the families.

3. System Architecture

Figure 1 shows the complete architecture of the AIR CARDIO system. It is composed
of four main components:

1. A home monitoring module, composed of medical devices and a smart-hub system;
2. An e-Health care center, a centralised system for the collection and analysis of data

from the territory and the medical records;
3. A C7 medical record, which collects data of the patients (episodes from the territory

and episodes of hospital care);
4. A clinical Decision Support System (DSS), for the clinical and organizational analysis

of clinical pathways.

In more detail, the patients’ data are acquired through the home monitoring module. In
particular, medical devices and bodygateway systems collect vital and psycho/emotional
parameters. They are integrated in a smart-hub system, developed with an Android
application. It reminds the patients of activities to do and receives data from the sensors.
After that, it sends the acquired data (vital parameters, ECG and text) to the e-Health care
center. The communication between the home monitoring module and the e-Health care
center is two-way, since the smart-hub can obtain the configurations and the list of the
activities from the remote system after authentication.
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Figure 1. Architecture of the AIR CARDIO system.

C7 [56] is an electronic medical record already used by the physicians of the Monasterio
Foundation (Tuscany, Italy), who have tested the system during the clinical trial. C7 is
updated with data acquired from the territory and possible warnings/alarms generated for
out-of-threshold biohumoral parameters, missing measurements or problems in therapeutic
adherence within an episode of care. On the other side, all the episodes of hospital care
(inpatients and outpatients) are sent from C7 to the e-Health care center and they include
diagnosis, vital parameters, reports and procedures, clinical evaluations and visits and
medical therapy.

The DSS is a software system able to help the doctors in taking clinical decisions.
It interrogates the patient’s medical records to find out the patient’s status and generate
proposals and alerts about his/her condition. When the DSS, evaluating its own rules of
knowledge, recognises a possible proposal (therapeutic, procedural, health), it transmits to
the C7 medical record (ant then to the e-Health care center) the proposal hypothesised for
its evaluation by the health personnel. At any moment, the medical record can consult the
information provided by DSS.

With this system, the medical staff can evaluate the patients’ health status remotely
and adjust the therapy in case of problems. Doctors also receive a notification in case an
alarm or a warning is raised by the home monitoring module.

The home monitoring module is described in more detail in the following subsections.
It is composed of two sub-modules: the biomedical sensor module and the smart-hub mod-
ule. The biomedical sensor module consists of a series of non-invasive biomedical sensors
for the acquisition of vital and biohumoral parameters used in paediatrics. The smart-hub
module consists of an Android tablet with an application installed. The application is
specialised in managing the interaction with the user (parent and/or caregiver) through
user-friendly screens, in the data acquisition from the supplied sensors, in the detection of
biohumoral parameters and finally in the communication with the e-Health care center.

3.1. Biomedical Sensor Module

The biomedical sensor module is in charge of acquiring data from the patients and
sending them to the smart-hub module.

The vital parameters for the monitoring of CHD patients in the AIR CARDIO project are:

1. ECG;
2. Gody temperature;
3. SpO2;
4. Heart rate (HR);
5. Body weight.
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The gateway reminds the patient every time he/she has to take a measurement,
or the patient can do some extra measures. The number of measurements per day is
defined by the medical personnel in the configuration phase or can be changed in case of
therapeutic adjustments.

Data are sent from the sensors to the gateway exploiting Bluetooth (BT) or Bluetooth
Low-Energy (BLE) connectivity. In this way, the data acquisition phase is completely
automated, and the probability of data alterations due to human errors is minimised.
However, the smart-hub has been provided with specific input masks in case the sensor
does not have BT connectivity.

In sensors with BT connectivity, after the pairing procedure required by the com-
munication protocol to exchange data, the smart-hub module begins the communication,
tries to connect to the sensor and acquires data (Figure 2). It can be master or slave, de-
pending on the sensor. If the sensor fails in collecting the vital parameter (e.g., sensor
mispositioning and low battery), an error packet is usually sent, and the smart-hub is
in charge of invalidating the received packet and requiring another measurement of the
same parameter.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2. Sequence diagram of acquisitions from the different sensors: (a) acquisition of SpO2 and HR from sensor GIMA
OXY10; (b) acquisition of body temperature from sensor TAIDOC TD-1241B; (c) acquisition of body weight from sensor
AND UC-351PBT-Ci.

The selection of the biomedical sensors to integrate in the system has been driven not
only by the vital parameters to monitor for the considered patients and the presence of BT
connectivity, which is nice to have but not mandatory, but also by paediatric requirements,
e.g., comfort, dimension and usability. The sensors were selected from those available on
the market, preferably with BT connectivity and with available (publicly or after request
to the producer) documentation of the communication protocol. Medical-grade devices
were preferred, especially to measure SpO2 and ECG, to assure greater precision in the
measurements and increase reliability in data collection. Such selected sensors come
already calibrated by the producer and do not require any additional calibration before the
use. For each parameter, the requirements of range, accuracy and precision were suggested
by the doctors. With the same characteristics, the cost affected the choice.

The following medical-qualified sensors were selected for the project:

1. Pulsoximeter GIMA OXY-10 [57]: this is a class IIa medical device used to measure
HR and SpO2 with the finger of the patient. It is specifically designed for children,
since it is provided with a neonatal/paediatric probe, unlike other devices with
similar features (e.g., TAIDOC TD-8255). It is equipped with BT connectivity and
specifications about data packets, and communication protocol to configure the sensor
and receive measures are available upon request to the producer. All packets in the
protocol have a fixed structure that provides, in addition to the actual content of
the packet (command code and measured values), CRC control bytes and useful
fixed values to check the correctness/integrity of packets. For integration, the sensor
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is configured to send packets containing the measured parameters (SpO2 and HR)
every second and then leave it to the application to decide the total duration of the
acquisition (number of packets), the evaluation of the correctness/integrity of the
packets received, and finally to aggregate the numerical data by means of an average
operation. The sequence diagram of the packet exchange for an acquisition is shown
in Figure 2a.

2. Thermometer TAIDOC TD-1241B [58]: this is used to measure the body temperature.
This sensor exploits infrared technology to take contactless forehead measurements,
making it suitable in the paediatric field. It is equipped with BT connectivity, and
the producer shares the communication protocol upon request. Considering the
integration mode, the connection and pairing is done by searching the sensor from
the smart-hub; once found, the connection is established. The data packets have a
fixed structure that includes the measured values and command codes related to the
acquisition. Figure 2b shows the acquisition sequence of a temperature measurement.

3. Scale GIMA BABY [59]: this is a multifunctional device for measuring the body
mass of children and newborns, with a light plastic pull-out plate. This device is not
equipped with a BT interface for the transmission of measured values; it is selected due
to lack of suitable devices on the market with the same features and BT transmission.
The acquisition of the weight values measured by this scale is done by means of a
manual input mask: the user is asked to replicate the exact value read on the LCD
of the device on the smart-hub interface. From that moment on, the measurement is
processed by the smart-hub similarly to the ones acquired automatically.

4. Scale AND UC-351PBT-Ci [60]: this is used to measure the body weight. It is equipped
with BT connectivity, and, for this reason, it was selected together with the previous
device, with the idea of giving it to paediatric patients weighing more than 20 Kg. The
documentation about the communication protocol for configuration and collection of
measurements was available after request to the producer. The connection between
the scale and the smart-hub is possible in two pairing modes, master or slave. In this
project, we use the slave mode and the gateway searches for the sensor for pairing and
connection. The data packets have a fixed structure that includes not only the actual
packet content (measured value) but also data on the unit of measurement, battery
status, timestamp, device type and Bluetooth ID. The sequence diagram shown in
Figure 2c describes the process of acquisition of one measure.

5. Electrocardiograph MR&D Pulse v3: this is used to measure HR and collect the ECG
signal, lasting several minutes according to the medical protocol. It is classified as
class IIa medical device. It is equipped with BT connectivity. It is applied to the
patient’s chest using an adhesive patch or four traditional disposable electrodes for
electrocardiography. It fits paediatric requirements, since it is small (65 × 54 × 10 mm)
and light (35 g), maximising comfort. However, the device has been characterised
for the measurement of ECG in the paediatric field through some acquisitions taken
in a controlled environment, under the supervision of doctors and with voluntary
patients. In particular, the checks carried out were aimed at comparing the quality
of the measured signal with the instruments used in clinical practice and also at
assessing the best type of electrodes to be used on patients. The tested electrodes
are shown in Figure 3. It was found that the disposable patch supplied with the
sensor (Figure 3a) has excellent contact and signal quality but posed some usability
problems and caused discomfort, even for acquisitions of a few minutes. Traditional
electrodes (Figure 3b) improve usability, but the maximum degree is reached with
paediatric electrodes (Figure 3c). The latter, however, showed a contact impedance
different from the previous ones, which required the adjustment of some internal
sensor parameters to reach the desired signal quality. In particular, it was necessary to
set the parameters of the input dynamics of the analogue-digital converters, moving
it upwards with respect to the default settings. For the integration of this sensor in
the system, we developed an Android library, simplifying then the interaction with
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the sensor. The library is composed of (a) a series of low-level functions, masked to
the user, which manage the BT connection and the exchange of messages, (b) a series
of constants and lists useful to configure the sensor according to the medical protocol,
and (c) a series of high-level functions, visible to the user, to interact with the sensor.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3. Types of electrodes: (a) patch supplied with the sensor (180 × 45 mm); (b) traditional
electrodes (32 × 36 mm); (c) paediatric electrodes (34 × 40.8 mm).

3.2. Smart-Hub Module

The smart-hub module is in charge of receiving data from the biomedical sensor
module and synchronising them to the e-Health care center. It is based on a tablet available
on the market with an application installed.

Two types of smart-hub software applications have been developed and/or adapted
for the AIR CARDIO project: E@syCare [61,62] and PHEBO [63].

E@syCare is a gateway for telemedicine born in cooperation with expert doctors. It
requires the use of an Android device, with operating system version ≥4.3, equipped
with dual mode BT short range connectivity (BT 4.0 and BLE) and WAN connectivity via
WiFi and/or mobile broadband interface. In addition, there must be a touch screen 4” or
larger. It requires at least 1 GB of RAM, needed for the Android operating system and to
run the application without problems, allowing the connection with the sensors and the
transmission to the e-Health care center.

The software application is organised in a series of modules, to implement all the
functionalities required by the project: usability, data acquisition through BT, data upload
and configuration download through WiFi and 3G/4G LTE, fault tolerance (avoiding losing
data) and security.

Figure 4 shows the software architecture of the E@syCare smart-hub module:

1. The user interface module is designed for correct execution of the treatment plan of the
patient. It fully coordinates the patient’s Graphical User Interface (GUI), indicating,
through appropriate text, colours and sounds, whether an activity is expected to be
carried out, whether a new activity is expected to be carried out in the next few hours
or whether the treatment plan for the current day has been completed. This module
also allows the activation of an extra protocol measurement, the visualisation of the
last collected clinical parameters, the sending of text messages and the visualisation
of sent/received messages. All these operations are coordinated by the core module,
which communicates with the other modules to perform the user requests.

2. The acquisition module is responsible for BT communication with medical devices.
It has the tasks of managing the start up of communication, the forwarding of data
measured by medical devices through specific communication protocols, and the
closing of previously opened communication. The module is also responsible for the
synchronisation of the communication mechanism with the sensors so as to allow
the establishment of a single transmission channel: in case of multiple requests for
communication with the medical sensors, these will be stopped at a semaphore,
waiting for the BT resource to be freed from the previous request. The acquisition
module (and then the acquisition process) is activated by the core module, which
provides the type of measurement activity and the medical device enabled to detect
the required parameters. The result of the transmission/acquisition is sent to the
core module by the acquisition module. In case the connection with the sensor is lost
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during a measurement and so the sensor cannot send the measurement, a notification
appears in the GUI with an error and the user is required to try again to measure the
vital parameter.

3. The network module is responsible for communication with the e-Health center. It
receives the configurations from the e-Health center and forwards the content of
the packages to the core module, sends the measurement activities collected by the
acquisition module to the e-Health care center (in case of lack of connectivity it has
the task to make subsequent attempts until the process of sending the activities is
successful), and receives and manages push notifications, concerning messaging (new
message or change in status of a previously sent/received message) and changes in
the care plan of the patient. The network module is coordinated by the core module,
which receives requests from the acquisition and the user interface modules.

4. The storage module communicates with the operating system DBMS to store, update,
retrieve and delete data within the smart-hub E@syCare system database. It is present
and indispensable in all phases. The database of the smart-hub E@syCare system
has been designed and created to allow the storage of patient’s data (i.e., profile, cre-
dentials, care plan, daily schedule of measurement activities and measurements) and
medical devices enabled for the acquisition of the data. No sensitive data are stored
for privacy reasons. The storage module is coordinated by the core module, which
receives requests from the other modules (acquisition, network and user interface)
and propagates them to the module itself.

5. The core module coordinates the operations of all modules. It is considered the
reference module for each module of the application. Moreover, when a care plan
arrives from the e-Health care center, it has to extract the agenda of the day to be
submitted to the patient. It also has to draw up the agenda at midnight the following
day in order to guarantee the patient the regular performance of the activities within
the monitoring period foreseen by the doctor. If the treatment plan is updated, the
core module sends a request to the storage module to cancel the treatment plan and
all the activities on the agenda related to the patient and to proceed with the storage of
the new treatment plan. Once the storage is complete, the core module processes the
new agenda of the day, which is sent to the storage module for storage and to the user
interface module to inform the patient about a possible change in the daily agenda.

The communication between smart-hubs and the e-Health care center is based on the
client-server paradigm: the clients are the smart-hubs and the server is the e-Health care
center. Therefore, the e-Health care center must be always online (it is connected to the
Internet via Ethernet), publicly accessible via a public IP address, corresponding to a name
registered with the DNS service, and protected against cyber attacks. The connection is
always established by the smart-hub, which must know the name of the e-Health care center
and be connected to the Internet via WiFi or mobile connection. If no Internet connection
is available, data are temporarily stored in the smart-hub and sent to the e-Health care
center as soon as connectivity becomes available again. The data exchanged between the
e-Health care center and the smart-hubs, in the order of tens of kB, are the configuration
of the list of daily activities (from the server to the clients), the measurements and the
messages (from the clients to the server). A mechanism based on web-services is used for
the communication. In particular, the e-Health care center is associated with an interface
that displays a series of services associated with the specific data flows. The smart-hubs
can interact by activating the operations described in the interface (services or requests for
remote procedures) via special request messages, receiving back the data requested and/or
information on the outcome of the operation. In particular, in case of vital parameters
transmission, an acknowledgement is sent back by the e-Health care center to confirm to
the smart-hub that data are correctly stored in the cloud. In fact, data are permanently
stored in the local memory of the tablet to avoid data loss, and a positive acknowledgement
allows the smart-hub to mark data as correctly sent, avoiding duplications. On the contrary,
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in case of negative or missing acknowledgement, new transmission attempts are tried
until successful.

Figure 4. Architecture of the E@syCare smart-hub module [24].

The messages are transported via the secure web communication protocol HTTPS,
assuring the identity of the parties and the confidentiality of the data. Data inside the
SOAP body are formatted using XML. The general web-services-based interfacing scheme
is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. General integration scheme between smart-hub and e-Health care center, based on
web-services.

HTTPS protocol, based on HTTP packets over SSL communication channels, guar-
antees security of sensitive data streaming over the Internet at architectural level, since
it requires authentication of e-Health care center through x509 certificate, leading also to
protection of privacy and confidentiality and integrity of data exchanged between the
communicating parties. Moreover, at application level, each smart-hub has to authenticate
to the e-Health care center by including a temporary shared secret within the exchanged
messages, enforcing the security of both communication and data streaming over the
Internet according to the current regulations (i.e., GDPR).
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4. Clinical Trial

The clinical trial aims to enrol paediatric patients with CHD to evaluate the impact,
efficiency and effectiveness of the home telemonitoring system described above. The idea
is that the system will improve the management of patients at home, optimising the timing
of hospitalisations pre- and post-surgery, reducing the number of hospital admissions due
to parents’ anxiety instead of the disease itself and improving the QoL of patients and of
parents/caregivers.

The clinical trial of the AIR CARDIO project is national mono-centric, prospective,
three-arm parallel and open-ended. The maximum number of enrolled patients is 45. They
are related to the care pathways involving the U.O.C. Paediatric and Adult Congenital
Cardiology-Monasterio Foundation. The trial, approved by the Tuscan Paediatric Ethical
Committee in 2018 (protocol code AIRCARDIO), lasted 12 months (the enrolment period
is 9 months), while each patient remained in the study for 2 to 6 months. Patients were
allowed to be selected for the trial if they were between 0 and 16 years old, had CHD and/or
arrhythmia, had Internet connectivity at home, i.e., WiFi or good (−98 to −87 dBm) or
excellent (greater than −87 dBm) 3G/LTE cellular network signal level, and had informed
consent signed by the parents/caregivers.

At the moment of enrolment (after signing the informed consent), each patient was
assigned to one of three groups: (1) the control group (G0), without medical devices
and home monitoring system; (2) the E@syCare group (G1), with medical devices and
E@syCare smart-hub; and (3) the PHEBO group (G2), with medical devices and PHEBO
smart-hub. At the beginning of the study, the parents/caregivers of the patients belonging
to the groups equipped with home devices (G1 and G2) were given the medical devices
described in Section 3.1: a pulsoximeter, a thermometer, a scale and an electrocardiograph.
Depending on the clinical needs, they had to measure different parameters once or more
per day according to their own monitoring plan. The patients could do also some extra
measures. The acquisition of the parameters does not constitute a clinical evaluation of
them and does not provide for any assumption or taking charge of emergency situations if
they are indicative of an emergency, as the parameters have been checked once a week to
verify the completeness and efficiency of the system.

Parents/caregivers of the experimental groups have been trained in an approximately
2 h session on the use of the devices by the technical and medical staff involved in the
project. In particular, doctors explained how to measure the required vital parameters, such
as the position of the electrocardiograph on the body or SpO2; engineers trained parents
and caregivers about the use of the tablet. Moreover, all devices have a rechargeable battery.
Battery chargers have been given to the patient’s family with instructions on how to keep
the battery charged.

During the monitoring, the health care staff of the Monasterio Foundation, which
was previously trained on the use of home monitoring kits, has been directly in contact
with the experimental groups. According to the needs of the medical staff, they have been
provided with a dashboard and simple representation of alarms. In this way, the doctor
and/or the operator in charge of telemonitoring had rapid and visually immediate access
to information useful for the remote management of the patient. It also allowed a better
timing for the treatment of CHD, including therapeutic adjustments.

The impact, efficiency and effectiveness of the home telemonitoring system have been
evaluated through parents’ answers to QoL and UE-oriented questionnaires. QoL has been
evaluated through a battery of psychometric tests (questionnaires validated in literature),
provided at the beginning and the end of the trial via the smart-hub. They allow to have
objective and reproducible data regarding the psychological status of parents/caregivers.
In particular, the following questionnaires have been used:

1. Psychological General Well-Being Index (PGWBI) [64] to evaluate perceived well-
being, consisting of 22 questions (score from 0 (low) to 5 (high)) in which the higher
the score, the greater the well-being;
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2. Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) [65] to evaluate sleep quality, composed of
13 questions (score from 0 (bad) to 3 (good)) in which score is directly proportional to
sleep quality;

3. Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) [66] to evaluate depression, consisting of 19 questions
(score from 0 (good) to 3 (depressed)) in which higher score means more depression;

4. Paediatric Quality of Life Inventory (PedsQL) [67] to measure the impact of the child’s
pathology on the psychophysical health of the parent, composed of 36 questions
(score from 0 (no problems) to 4 (always a problem)) in which higher score means
more problems.

At the end of the experiment, parents/caregivers also filled a dedicated questionnaire
regarding the UE with telemedicine platforms. It consists of four questions on a Likert
scale (score from 0 (low) to 5 (high)), regarding the ease of acquisition (Q1), the ease of
data transmission (Q2), the level of comfort in managing the pathology with the help
of the devices (Q3), and the level of interest in using the devices even at the end of the
experiment (Q4).

Since the experiment took place mostly during the first wave of the COVID-19 pan-
demic, some modifications have been implemented on the planned clinical trial described
above. In fact, the pandemic has led to drastic modification of routine practice, e.g., limi-
tation of outpatient visits to the strictly necessary and hospitalisations scheduled on the
basis of clinical indications. Then, the number of hospital admissions and outpatient visits
could not be evaluated.

5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Biomedical Sensor Module

During the tests carried out prior to enrolment, a critical issue emerged in the detection
of body temperature with the thermometer TAIDOC TD-1241B. In fact, the temperature
measured by the above-mentioned was compared with the data obtained from thermome-
ters used in normal clinical practice of Monasterio Foundation. It showed temperatures at
most 0.6 ◦C higher than baseline (Figure 6a). In some cases, a variation in the measured
value was due to the distance from the patient’s forehead (Figure 6b). These failures were
then fixed with the producer.

(a)

Figure 6. Cont.
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(b)

Figure 6. Trend of 10 body temperature measurements with the same device, at different distances
from the patient’s forehead: (a) excess of the measured value in a subject with a temperature of
36.5 ◦C; (b) variability in the measured value according to the distance from the patient’s forehead.

No critical issues emerged in the use of the other sensors.
Considering the ECG, some specific tests have been done on the electrocardiograph

MR&D Pulse v3 to evaluate the quality of the signal and of the algorithms for calculating
HR, after the definition of the electrodes to be used (Figure 3c) and the calibration of
some parameters of the analogue–digital converters of the sensor. By means simultaneous
acquisitions using the device and a monitor used daily in clinical practice by medical staff,
it was possible to evaluate the quality of the ECG signal and HR calculated by the sensor,
verifying that the sensor’s on-board algorithms were appropriate for the paediatric context.

After fixing the problems with the thermometers, results showed that the sensors,
with their technical specifications (Table 1), were really suitable for the paediatric patients
involved in the study.

5.2. E@syCare Smart-Hub Module

The smart-hub based on E@syCare technology was tested by people who were not
involved in the development of the system. They had only received explanations on how
the device works in the same way as in experiments with patients. The aim was to validate
its functionalities, correct data management and usability. In particular, a smart-hub was
connected on one side to all BT sensors of the project and, on the other side, to the e-Health
care center. Different use cases were tested: configuration of activity planning scenarios,
acquisition of all types of vital parameters according to the scheduling, insertion of manual
input values, acquisition of extra measures and filling in questionnaires. Moreover, in case
of ECG, signal generators were used to verify the correctness of data in the path from the
acquisition until the e-Health care center.

The validation underlined promising results in data management and usability, es-
pecially thanks to the user-friendly GUI (Figure 7): all the people involved in the testing
phase were able to use the smart-hub without problems, and all the scheduled tests were
passed. Moreover, E@syCare achieved the classification of class IIa medical device during
the validation for the AIR CARDIO project.
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Table 1. Technical specifications of the sensor devices.

Sensor Device Technical Specs

Pulsoximeter
GIMA OXY-10

HR Range: 30–240 bpm
HR Accuracy: ±2 bpm
SpO2 Range: 70–100%
SpO2 Accuracy: ±2%
Perfusion index: 0.2–20%
Power supply: 2 AAA 3.0 VDC alkaline batteries
Dim.: 60 × 33 × 30 mm
Weight: 35 g

Thermomether
TAIDOC
TD-1241B

Range: 22–44 ◦C
Accuracy: 36–39 ◦C ± 0.2 ◦C, 22–35.9 ◦C, 39.1–44 ◦C
±0.3 ◦C
Distance: 3–7 cm
Power supply: 2 AA alkaline batteries
Dim.: 150 × 48.5 × 55 mm
Weight: 125.8 g (including batteries)

Scale
GIMA BABY

Capacity: 20 Kg
Precision: 5 g
Power supply: 2 × CR2032 lithium
Plat size: 525 × 305 × 63–95 mm
Weight: 2 Kg

Scale AND
UC-351PBT-Ci

Capacity: 150 Kg
Precision: 0.1 Kg
Power supply: 4 AA alkaline batteries
Dim.: 350 × 350 × 39 mm
Weight: 2.3 Kg (including batteries)

ECG device
MR&D

Pulse v3

ECG Frequency: 128 Hz
ECG Resolution: 12 bit
ECG sampling frequency: 128/256 Hz
ECG dynamic range: ±10 mV
ECG dynamic input offset: ±300 mV
HR Range: 25–240 bpm
HR Accuracy: ±3%
Memory capacity: 24 h of continuous acquisition
Power supply: internal rechargeable battery (3.7 VDC)
Dim.: 60 × 45 × 10 mm
Weight: 35 g

(a) (b)

Figure 7. GUI of E@syCare software application: (a) main screen; (b) measurement request screen.
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5.3. Clinical Evaluation

During the clinical study conducted at the Monasterio Foundation, cardiologists,
physiotherapists and nurses were involved.

Enrolment was accepted by 26 patients over the 27 who were asked to participate.
PHEBO and E@syCare smart-hubs were assigned to 15 and 11 participants, respectively.

Specifically, the 26 patients belonged to three categories:

1. Eight patients before surgery, especially patients with cyanogenic CHD. They were
required to monitor SpO2, HR and weight;

2. Seven patients discharged after surgery, for whom monitoring of weight, HR, temper-
ature and ECG was planned;

3. Eleven patients with arrhythmia, to monitor weight, HR and ECG.

The patients included 12 males and 14 females, aged from 1 day to 7 years. The
mean enrolment period was 5.1 months ± 3.4 months, even if according to the protocol it
should be from 2 to 6 months. In fact, the enrolment period varied according to the clinical
category the patient belonged to, and it was extended in case of arrhythmia, to continue
the remote monitoring beyond the time limits of the experiment. The details of the enrolled
population (age, gender, clinical category and enrolment period) are shown in Table 2.

Analysis of data highlighted the usefulness of telemonitoring. In fact, home moni-
toring allowed us to monitor the rhythm and HR also when the drug therapy changed,
thus reducing the need for access to hospital to perform more in-depth examinations, such
as ECG, measurable through the devices provided at home. In addition, thanks to daily
monitoring of ECG, doctors obtained clinical data that would not have been possible to
have with traditional monitoring, such as short arrhythmia events during the day, thus
adjusting therapy. For patients with CHD in pre- and post-operative phases, telemonitoring
allowed us to follow daily vital parameters in a home environment, to evaluate the daily
trend of parameters and to optimise both the scheduling of visits and the clinical-surgical
management of the patient.

Table 2. Characterisation of the population of the experimental groups.

Age (months) G1 (E@syCare) G2 (PHEBO) Total

Mean 25.7 ± 41 24.6 ± 35 25 ± 37

Median 4.8 10.8 6.4

Quartiles 1.6; 28.4 0.4; 31.5 0.8; 36

Gender G1 (E@syCare) G2 (PHEBO) Total

Males 6 6 12

Females 5 9 14

Clinical Category G1 (E@syCare) G2 (PHEBO) Total

Before Surgery 3 5 8

Post Cardiac Surgery 3 4 7

Arrhythmia 5 6 11

Enrolment Period (months) G1 (E@syCare) G2 (PHEBO) Total

Mean 4.7 ± 2.4 5.4 ± 4.2 5.1 ± 3.4

Median 3.9 4.9 4.4

Quartiles 4.3; 7.1 2.3; 6.4 2.7; 7.1

Moreover, with the arrival of the COVID-19 pandemic, the healthcare providers found
the entire telemedicine system particularly useful, since the outbreak prevented regular
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access to the outpatient clinic for checkups, but with the platform they could still monitor
their patients.

Parents’ QoL and emotional status was evaluated through the four questionnaires
provided at the beginning and at the end of the trial.

The 22 answers of PGWBI showed an overall improvement in well-being after tele-
monitoring: the initial low average score of 75 increased to 85 out of a total of 110, and the
total score normalised over the number of questions increased from 3.4 to 3.9. Figure 8a
shows the mean results for each question and normalised total of the questionnaire before
and after the trial. We can observe a little improvement after home monitoring in all ques-
tions, except for question Q15 (life interest in the last four weeks), where the mean value
of answers decreased from almost 4 to just over 3 and for question Q5 (tense situations in
the last four weeks), where no improvement was noticed because of the already high vote
(4 over 5). However, the mean values of all 22 answers after monitoring were always over
3, highlighting almost high perceived well-being at the end of the experiment.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8. Mean results of the questionnaires provided to the users pre- and post-telemonitoring: (a) PGWBI, composed of
22 questions on well-being, with score from 0 (low) to 5 (high); (b) PSQI, composed of 13 questions on sleep quality, with
score from 0 (bad) to 3 (good); (c) BDI, composed of 19 questions on depression, with score from 0 (good) to 3 (depressed);
(d) PedsQL, composed of 36 questions regarding different fields of babies QoL, with score from 0 (no problems) to 4 (always
a problem).

The same degree of improvement was found in the evaluation of sleep quality, with
PSQI. It revealed an overall improvement in sleeping hours (on average from about 6 h
to almost 8 h) and a reduction in nocturnal awakenings. This aspect, which is a symptom
of anxious behaviours, was mitigated by monitoring clinical parameters in the evening,
which allowed parents to go to sleep more relaxed. Figure 8b highlights the improvement
in sleep quality before and after telemonitoring, except for the questions regarding breath,
coughing and bad dreams (Q4, Q5 and Q8, respectively), where high values were reached
also before the trial. Globally, the mean score increased from 1.9 to 2.3 over 3, showing a
good sleep quality at the end of the experiment.
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In case of depression, no differences emerged before and after the experiment from BDI,
since in basal conditions there was no evidence of this pathology, as shown in Figure 8c.

On the other hand, considering PedsQL, an improvement was found between tests
before and after the trial. Answers highlighted a reduction in the anxious and stressful
component, with a better perception of QoL, especially considering the sphere of social
relations, as shown in Figure 8d. This improvement was perceived especially in the parents
of paediatric patients. Cognitive functions also improved, in particular the ability to
maintain attention to daily activities. However, concerns about whether the treatments
were working and side effects of drugs and the future remained high. Overall, the mean
total score over the 36 questions decreased from 1.3 to 0.7, showing a little improvement
in QoL thanks to home monitoring. However, statistical analysis was not performed,
because of the small sample size. Moreover, we did not take into consideration the fact that
connecting sensors to a baby’s body could generate psychological stress in the baby.

From the questionnaire on UE provided at the end of the experimentation, it emerged
that adherence to the study by parents was very good, and they reported a high level of
usability of telemonitoring, stating that they easily used the devices provided, and finding
the application on the tablet easy to use (both E@syCare and PHEBO). Generally, users
reported an excellent level of acquisition and ease of data transmission of the proposed
system (Q1 and Q2 of Figure 9), given by the fact that the GUIs are easy to use: they are
characterised by graphics immediately intuitive even for those who have little experience
with technological instruments, use colours and sounds to remind users to measure vital
parameters and show gif images with the procedure to wear sensors and collect data,
and all mechanisms of synchronisation with the e-Health care center are transparent to
the users themselves. In addition, the monitoring and the relative visualisation of the
acquired parameter improved on average the treatment and the QoL of parents, in terms
of restoration of normal daily activities. The level of comfort in the management of their
child’s pathology with the help of the devices reached, on average, a good level (Q3 of
Figure 9). In spite of this, collecting measurements gave parents confidence and reduced
their anxiety, so much so that, especially in the first weeks of monitoring, several users
performed a lot of measurements in on-demand mode, in addition to those foreseen in
the monitoring plan. In addition, the level of interest in the use of the devices even at the
end of the experiment (Q4 of Figure 9) was good, with low and very low values. This was
probably due to the fact that the use of telemedicine does not completely exclude the phase
of knowledge required by CHD for few months patients. However, all eight users enrolled
before surgery requested the continuation of monitoring, especially for the measurement
of SpO2; the other users carried out the entire enrolment period, in many cases without
feeling the need for continuation. This certainly depended on the clinical conditions of
the child.

Figure 9. Mean results of the questionnaire on UE, provided at the end of the experiment, composed
by of questions, with a score from 0 (low) to 5 (high).
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6. Conclusions

Congenital heart disease is a malformation of the heart or great vessels, which affects
about 1% of newborns. In most cases, children with congenital heart disease reach adult-
hood, thanks to the increasing effectiveness of therapies. However, these therapies are
often not conclusive, leading to multiple hospitalisations and outpatient visits and having
a negative impact on quality of life, including from a psychological point of view, both
on children and on their families. Telemedicine platforms have not been widely used in
paediatric patients with congenital heart disease, but there is evidence in the literature that
they can reduce anxiety in parents and improve the outcomes.

This paper presents the system developed for the AIR CARDIO project. The project
aims to implement a home monitoring system for paediatric/neonatal patients with con-
genital heart disease in pre- and post-operative phases, with the idea that this system will
reduce parents’ and caregivers’ anxiety and increase confidence, giving them a psychologi-
cal support, thus also decreasing the number of hospitalisations and outpatients visits.

A set of biomedical sensors, which compose the biomedical sensor module, are used
to collect the vital parameters required to monitor congenital heart disease patients, i.e.,
ECG, heart rate, oxygen saturation, body temperature and body weight, and are specifically
selected in order to meet paediatric requirements. The collected data are sent via Bluetooth
or manually inserted in the smart-hub software application, e.g., E@syCare. At this time,
the smart-hub sends these data to the e-Health care center, which makes them available for
consultation by the doctors and for integration with the medical records. Laboratory tests
highlighted the sensor suitability for paediatric patients, considering dimension, weight,
range and accuracy, and good data management and usability of the E@syCare technology,
thanks to the user-friendly graphical user interface, leading also to the classification of the
medical device during the project.

In the clinical experiment, 26 patients for the experimental arm (divided into two
groups, with different smart-hub software applications) were enrolled from the U.O.C
Paediatric and Adult Congenital Cardiology-Monasterio Foundation. Results in terms
of quality of life were obtained from psychological questionnaires available in the liter-
ature, filled in by parents/caregivers in self-administration via the provided device at
the beginning and at the end of the trial. Although not statistically significant (statistical
analysis was not performed because of the small sample size), the comparison of pre and
post questionnaires highlighted an improving trend in perceived well-being and sleep
quality, consequently increasing quality of life and improving sleeping hours. Then, the
AIR CARDIO system helped parents/caregivers of enrolled patients in the management
of stressful and anxious situations. Additionally, user experience questionnaire showed a
good adherence to the study, and users had positive feedback on telemedicine platforms,
which were considered easy to use and the source of improvement of comfort, and some
were required to use them also at the end of the experiment.

Considering the promising results about usability of the system and positive impact
on quality of life of parents and caregivers, further phases of the experiment are foreseen
with larger groups of patients, thus allowing statistical analysis, and the evaluation of these
quantitative variables that could not be collected in the reported experiment (e.g., number
of hospitalisations and outpatient visits), due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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